17 JUNE 2017 - O2 ARENA
RITCHIE BLACKMORE'S RAINBOW
20.45
SWEET 19.15 - 20.15

INDIGO AT THE O2  All venues subject to capacity
BLUE OYSTER CULT  17.15
THE ANSWER  15.45 - 16.30
GUN  14.30 - 15.15
THE CRAZY WORLD OF ARTHUR BROWN  13.25 - 14.05
BANG BANG ROMEO  12.25 - 12.55

THE ORANGE AMPS STAGE
EVIL BLIZZARD  10.00 - 10.45
BUCK & EVANS  10.00 - 10.30
MASSIVE WAGONS  10.30 - 11.15
DEATH VALLEY KNIGHTS  11.15 - 12.00
TEQUILA MOCKINGBIRD  12.00 - 12.45
RIFF RATH  12.45 - 13.30

CINEWORLD: THE WICKERMAN (1973)  13.00
MAIN CONCOURSE: VIP VINYL FAIR  12.00 - 19.30

AFTERSHOW: INDIGO AT THE O2
DJ ANNA EUROPE  00.15 - CLOSE
STEVE 'N' SEAGULLS  23.15 - 00.15
DJ ANNA EUROPE  DOORS 16.15

SPEAKEASY - 2ND FLOOR ALL BAR ONE
PHIL NICHOL  17.45 - 18.00
KIRI PRITCHARD MACLEAN  17.10 - 17.30
FELICITY WARD  16.45 - 17.05
COMEDY STARTS WITH RICH WILSON MC  16.30
BEER AND MUSIC MATCHING - PETE BROWN  15.30 - 16.20
DEAD GODS THE 27 CLUB - CHRIS SALEWICZ  14.30 - 15.20
RAY FOLK - WHEN THE WORLD CAME TO THE ISLE OF WIGHT  13.30 - 14.20
COMEDIANS' COMEDIAN PODCAST  12.30 - 13.30

RITCHIE BLACKMORE'S
Rainbow in Rock
Playing the Classic Rock Anthems of Rainbow and Deep Purple

SWEET

BIG ENTRANCE STAGE
EVIL BLIZZARD  BUCK & EVANS  MASSIVE WAGONS  DEATH VALLEY KNIGHTS  TEQUILA MOCKINGBIRD  RIFF RATH

SPEAK EASY LOUNGE
PHIL NICHOL  RICH WILSON MC  FELICITY WARD  KIRI PRITCHARD MACLEAN  COMEDIANS' COMEDIAN PODCAST
MUSIC AND BEER MATCHING - DEAD GODS THE 27 CLUB
RAY FOLK - WHEN THE WORLD CAME TO THE ISLE OF WIGHT

INDIGO AT THE O2
FROM FRIDAY
SWEET 'N' SEAGULLS 20.00 - 21.00

SATURDAY 17 JUNE LONDON THE O2
TAKING OVER THE O2 ALL DAY - MORE THAN JUST A GIG
MASSIVE VINYL RECORD FAIR FROM NOON - FOOD STALLS BUSKING & BEER GARDEN
STONEFREESFESTIVAL.COM  AXS.COM  MYTICKET.CO.UK  SEETICKETS.COM
A KILIMANJARO AND THE O2 PRESENTATION